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It's a mistake to think of the font you're using now in Windows is the font you should use every time you write. There are languages, like Greek or Icelandic for instance, whose script requires special treatment, and the font used to print in a Greek newspaper is different from the font used in the browser. That's why I said that a font includes all the glyphs a language has. It includes what the authors of a typeface consider
to be the basic set of glyphs for that language, and you can use it for printing Greek, Icelandic, or whatever. If you read books in Finnish, that font will include the Icelandic letters. But if you're writing a novel in Finnish, the default font is one you don't need. But even so, you can't use a font that you don't have, nor do you have to set the default font. If you type an Icelandic word into a Greek document, and the Icelandic
font isn't installed on your machine, you won't see it. If you make a mistake, you can easily fix the problem. If you want to choose the font for a font family, you need to find out which is the default font for that family. It's probably just a set of 20 glyphs. Besides, there's no such thing as an universal font. A "font" is defined by the available glyphs, with the possible inclusion or exclusion of some glyphs. For instance,
Latin Modern is a free font, because its glyph set includes those for the basic Latin alphabets. In that font, lowercase "l" is also italic; in the font you're using, "l" is just the regular font. As the example shows, there are various methods you could use to look up which is the default font. But again, you don't need to do anything, because if you want to set the default font for a font family, you can just set
QtGui.QApplication.setFont(QFont("FooFamily", 12)) I agree that the names you've given are ridiculous: "IM Standard" and "IM Personal" are more absurd than "MS Shell Dlg 2". It looks like you've been using the fancy icons for system directories: "My Icons". If so, you can ignore them; Qt/QtGui will automatically apply appropriate icon names to the files and directories you have selected, using the Qt icon system.
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